
Acorn in a nutshell: 

Fast and affordable, with lots of

features, a great go-to for edits on

photos. For Mac computers only. 

Tip Sheet for the Photo Editor: Acorn

"THE MOST UNDERRATED APP FOR MAC COMPUTERS, EVER" -ONE ONLINE REVIEWER

OVERALL RATING: 

Acorn is fast and simple software with a retro feel that looks basic but actually does 90% of what Photoshop
can do without the heavy duty features, steep learning curve or price. It is affordable but occasionally can

experience bugs that slow down certain features and is best suited for photo editing over drawing. .

Layered Screenshot is very cool (you can make a

screenshot of your desktop and hide any window

layer you don't want to see i.e. clock)

Non-destructive image editing functions

Anti-aliasing text 

Over 100 Photo effect filters

Text on a path (!) 

Drawing tool for artwork from scratch

Batch processing for photos 

 STANDOUT  FEATURES

USABILITY

The video tutorials are excellent, concise, and very

wide ranging, as well as organized by level in

increasingly challenging increments. 

 

It is simple and straightforward to get started and

quite intuitive to use. You can import brushes designed

for Photoshop and many of the steps 

WHAT 'S  MISSING

Price: $30 USD

There is also a 14 day full feature

trial you can try.

www.flyingmeal.com/acorn/ 

INTERFACE  

Acorn Support 

I tested the support page by asking a couple of questions at different times throughout

the day and support answered back within a couple of hours. Other reviewers

concurred that there is a fast, friendly turnaround on support. There's also a plethora of

easy to find online video tutorials and a FAQ page integrated in the app. 

 

 

It doesn't have action history (like Photoshot

or Affinity do)

The heal and patch tools 

Advanced selection tools (i.e. choosing

based on colour range) 

Does not have a photo organizer

Does not display thumbnails of photos while

editing

Not available on PCs

 

 

USABILITY

In my testing of the free trial of the app, I found that

some of the features would lag, while others would

apply speedily. It was hard to tell if was me getting

used to the program or not, but online reviews shared

similar experiences with lag.  

 

When you add or apply effects and filters, they are

added immediately in real time which takes a bit of

getting used to. 

 There is a white interface which is much easier on the

eyes than other programs such as Affinity, and the

icons on the oversized toolbox are quite large relative

to other image processing systems as well. 

 

INTERFACE

The interface is quite dated, it looks like Photoshop

from 20 years ago which for some people is a feature. 

Overall 

Rating: 

REVIEW  BY  GAMELLE  FITZGIBBON


